BRITAIN   GOES   TO   WAR
handbooks on Turkish Arabia had been published1; map and
geographical surveys had been carried out over a considerable
period.2
The hesitation in the autumn of 1914 attending the final
decision to send an expeditionary force to the head of the Gulf
in anticipation of the outbreak of war with Turkey must be
attributed, not to any failure to recognize the importance of the
threatened Imperial interests, but rather to a reluctance, in the
face of the existing circumstances, to take the inevitable plunge.
The Government of India, fearing that its internal strength had
already been seriously weakened by the withdrawal of troops
overseas, felt unwilling to spare further forces for the proposed
expedition. It also feared the disastrous effects which the
initiation of hostilities against Turkey and the 'Commander of
the Faithful' might have on the Indian Muslims.3 To appear
blameless in the eyes of Islam became of greater importance,
for the moment, than the gaining of immediate military and
political advantages at the head of the Persian Gulf.
H.M. Government, on their part, although fully appreciating
the proposals of the India Office and the Admiralty, formulated
after numerous conferences, hesitated to dissipate men and
energy on so distant a venture while every effort was being
made to stem the German advance in France and Flanders,
and while there was even a remote possibility that Turkey
might not declare war.
By the middle of September, however, it became apparent to
the Foreign Office, to the Naval authorities of the Admiralty
and to the Military and Political staffs of the India Office that
precautionary action at the head of the Gulf could no longer
be delayed. The belief that war was imminent, a matter even
1 Military Reports on Eastern Turkey in Asia (Secret), War Office, in progress
from 1904.
a Notably Lonmer's Geographical^ and Statistical Gazeteer of the Persian Gulf.
3 For a critical view of the attitude of the Government of India to the
Mesopotamia Expedition, see Minority Report by Cmdr. Wedgwood, in
Report of the Commissioners .., to inquire into the operations of War in Mesopo*
tamia, (Cd. 8610).
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